Growth Hacking
Must-Haves:
Free Digital Marketing Tools
SEO KEYWORD RESEARCH
Best keyword research tool available. You need an
AdWords account to access it. This tool is primarily
designed for paid search but has some value for
SEO keyword research as well.

GOOGLE KEYWORD
PLANNER
adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner

This is a keyword suggestion tool that offers extensive,
highly relevant suggestions from a constantly updated
database of more than a billion keywords. Their database
incorporates keywords from diverse sources—not just
Google.

KEYWORD TOOL BY
WORDSTREAM
wordstream.com/keywords

For every keyword phrase you enter, the free version
of this tool will generate up to 100 keyword phrases
ideas for you, along with estimated search volumes.

WORDTRACKER
freekeywords.wordtracker.com

Enter a keyword term in the box, choose a language
and format (web, images, news, shopping, etc), and
this tool will make a list of keyword suggestions.

UBERSUGGEST

KEYWORD TOOL

Keyword Tool helps you find the keywords that
people are typing into Google search box. Great
alternative to Google Keyword Planner.

ubersuggest.org

keywordtool.io

SITE CHECKUP AND ANALYSIS

Run a quick check-up on any website to uncover
SEO issues including keyword usage, robots.txt,
site map, speed optimizations and mobile usability.

SEO SITE CHECKUP
seositecheckup.com

Unlike many of the other SEO analysis tools on
this list, which focus primarily on your site’s SEO
activities, Marketing Grader digs deeper into your
company’s online marketing strategy.

HUBSPOT’S MARKETING
GRADER
marketing.grader.com

SiteTrail is a free “all-in-one website analysis tool,”
and it does an excellent job aggregating information
from various different data sources. You will get SEO,
social media, traffic, content, link analyses.

SITETRAIL
sitetrail.com/analysis

Traffic Travis is a free-to-download desktop
application that performs a full SEO health
check on any website and uncovers technical
mistakes that might affect your ranking.

TRAFFIC TRAVIS
traffictravis.com

A free SEO tool that analyzes and presents an
in-depth view of site popularity, technical attributes
and SEO health of your site.

LIPPERHEY
lipperhey.com/en

BACKLINK INVESTIGATION

The free version of this tool limits you to running
3 reports per day and accessing 1000 backlinks per site.
You will get summary information about Page Authority,
Domain Authority, social metrics, and details on inbound
links and linking domains.

OPEN SITE EXPLORER
opensiteexplorer.org

Without a paid account, you will only be able to access
general information about your site such as the number
of referring domains, number of external backlinks,
number of referring IP addresses, etc.

MAJESTIC SEO SITE
EXPLORER
majesticseo.com

A free account with this Ahrefs allows you to perform 15 backlink
checking requests per day. The backlink overview includes information
such as the total number of backlinks, the number of referring
domains (and a corresponding TLD breakdown), and a breakdown
of the backlink types (e.g. text, image, nofollow, etc.).

AHREFS SITE EXPLORER
ahrefs.com

Link Diagnosis works best with the corresponding Firefox
extension. With the extension, the tool will display
complete information on backlinks, link type, anchor
text, mozRank, Page Authority and Domain Authority.

LINK DIAGNOSIS
linkdiagnosis.com

Produces various detailed backlink reports with views by
link, anchor text, country, IP, and more. Many charts
and graphs to aid in the analysis. Email is required to
receive report.

WHOLINKSTOME
wholinkstome.com

KEYWORD DENSITY

KEYWORDDENSITY

A simple keyword density and
word depth calculator.

keyworddensity.com

KEYWORD DENSITY
ANALYZER

This tool shows you the density
percentage of all keywords on any
page you want to search.

tools.seobook.com/general/keyword-density

SITE CRAWLABILITY

This tool helps you create an XML sitemap that can be
submitted to Google, Bing, Yahoo and other search
engines to help them crawl your website better.

SCREAMING FROG SEO
SPIDER TOOL
screamingfrog.co.uk/seo-spider

SITEMAP GENERATOR
xml-sitemaps.com

The Screaming Frog SEO Spider is a small desktop program
you can install locally on your PC, Mac or Linux machine
which spiders websites’ links, images, CSS, script and apps
from an SEO perspective. Free to install.

DUPLICATE CONTENT

To use this plagiarism checker, simply copy and paste
your content and click on the button that says “Check
for plagiarism!” then sit back and watch as your article is
scanned for duplicated content.

PLAGIARISM CHECKER
smallseotools.com/plagiarism-checker

Duplication detection software that checks
your entire website and shows you other
webpages with similar content.

COPYSCAPE
copyscape.com

PLAGSPOTTER

PlagSpotter is a web duplicate content checking and monitoring
tool that provides free originality and sources report.

plagspotter.com

SOCIAL LISTENING

SOCIALMENTION
socialmention.com

SocialMention is a free social media listening tool that
aggregates user generated content from 100+ social
media sources. SocialMention allows you to listen in on
recent social conversations about any topic or brand and
will also provide descriptive statistics for those results.

Twazzup is an intuitive Twitter monitoring tool. You just
enter the name, brand or company name you want to
track and you instantly get real-time updates on the
most active top influencers tweeting about your search
query.

ICEROCKET
icerocket.com

TWAZZUP
twazzup.com

This tool offers blog, Twitter and Facebook monitoring in
20 languages, as well as results graphs that you can play
with. It allows you to choose the periods of time you are
interested in monitoring.

SOCIAL SCHEDULING

HootSuite allows you to manage and schedule posts for
multiple social media profiles on Twitter, Facebook,
LinkedIn, Foursquare and more. HootSuite is free for up
to 5 social network accounts.

FUTURETWEETS
futuretweets.com

HOOTSUITE
hootsuite.com

FutureTweets.com is a free service that lets you schedule
your Twitter messages. This very simple tool comes with
an unique (albeit strange) option to "flip" the tweet.

You can schedule recurring Facebook updates or
schedule tweets from multiple Twitter accounts.

DYNAMIC TWEETS
dynamictweets.com

LATERBRO
laterbro.com

DynamicTweets allows individuals or businesses to enter
future tweets and schedule them to be posted at a specified
day and time. The most unique feature in Dynamic Tweets
is the option to upload a CSV file of planned tweets,
including information for the time, date, Twitter account,
tweet and optional tracking code.

CONTENT CURATION

Everpost is a user friendly tool that collects, curates
and delivers the freshest and highly specific content
for you to share on your Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn
accounts directly within their platform.

EVERPOST
everpost.co

Swayy crawls about 50,000 pieces of content every day, then provides
you a scrolling list of suggested content on a simple platform, based on
your community’s preferences. Swayy continually gauges your
audience’s interest level based on retweets, favorites and responses, and
customizes its future suggestions accordingly.

SWAYY
swayy.co

Scoop.it is a fantastic tool for discovering hidden gems
relevant to specific topics, and helps you save time by
delivering a constant stream of quality content in your
niche.

LIKEHACK
likehack.com

SCOOP.IT
scoop.it

Once you connect LikeHack to your social media accounts,
LikeHack extracts stories from your news feeds that you have
liked and shared, collects similar stories that you would be
interested in.

Prismatic is a personalized content curation tool that finds
things you like based on your stated interests as well as
social networks activities, and learns over time about what
you like to read. Prismatic is available as a web tool and an
iPhone app.

PRISMATIC
getprismatic.com

IDENTIFYING INFLUENCERS

FollowerWonk enables you to compare Twitter users and
search Twitter bios by location.

PEERREACH
peerreach.com

FOLLOWERWONK
followerwonk.com

PeerReach analyzes your connections and interactions to
determine your interests, expertise and the influencers that are
most relevant to you. Compare and assess your PeerGroups, their
levels of influence, and join conversations with like-minded
people. PeerReach uses an algorithm to rank influencers based on
the interactions they receive in a specific location.

Wefollow allows you to search for prominent Twitter users
related to your area of interest. It is completely free and
provides its own influence ratings (from 0 – 100).

WEFOLLOW
wefollow.com

To see more tools like these, visit www.florapang.com/free-marketing-tools
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